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ABSTRACT
We present ESO/VLT FORS2 low resolution spectroscopy of red giant branch stars in three massive, intermediate age (∼ 1.7−2.3
Gyr) star clusters in the Large Magellanic Cloud. We measure CH and CN index bands at 4300Å and 3883Å, as well as [C/Fe]
and [N/Fe] abundance ratios for 24, 21 and 12 member stars of NGC 1978, NGC 1651, NGC 1783, respectively. We find a
significant intrinsic spread in CN in NGC 1978 and NGC 1651, a signal of multiple stellar populations (MPs) within the clusters.
On the contrary, we report a null CN spread in NGC 1783 within our measurement precision. For NGC 1978, we separated the
two populations in the CN distribution and we translated the CN spread into an internal N variation Δ[N/Fe]= 0.63 ± 0.49 dex.
For NGC 1651 and NGC 1783, we put upper limits on the N abundance variations of Δ[N/Fe]≤ 0.2, 0.4 dex, respectively. The
spectroscopic analysis confirms previous results from HST photometry, where NGC 1978 was found to host MPs in the form
of N spreads, while slightly younger clusters (e.g. NGC 1783, < 2 Gyr old) were not, within the limits of the uncertainties. It
also confirms that intermediate age massive clusters show lower N abundance variations with respect to the ancient globular
clusters, although this is in part due to the effect of the first dredge up at these stellar masses, as recently reported in the literature.
We stress the importance of future studies to estimate the initial N abundance variations, free of stellar evolutionary mixing
processes, by observing unevolved stars in young clusters.
Key words: galaxies: star clusters − galaxies: individual: LMC − Hertzprung-Russell and colour-magnitude diagrams − stars:
abundances − techniques: spectroscopy − techniques: photometry
1 INTRODUCTION
One of the current outstanding problems in astrophysics is how glob-
ular clusters (GCs) form. A successful GC formation theory needs to
reproduce the observed star-to-star chemical inhomogeneities in GCs
that are often called “chemical anomalies”. Namely, all GCs that are
massive enough (∼ a few times 103 M , Milone et al. 2017) host
multiple populations (MPs) of stars within them, characterised by
one group of stars with the same chemical composition of the field
(at similar metallicities) and another population (or more) having
enhanced N, Na, He content, but depleted C and O (e.g. Gratton et al.
2012). The latter is typically called the anomalous or second popu-
★ Based on observations collected at the European Organisation for Astro-
nomical Research in the Southern Hemisphere under ESO programme(s)
0103.D-0248 (P.I. Martocchia), 088.D-0807(A) (archival data) and the VMC
survey data.
† E-mail: s.martocchia@astro.ru.nl
lation (2P), as opposed to normal or first population (1P). From both
observational and theoretical sides, there is an ongoing effort trying
to unveil how MPs form. However, to date none of the scenarios put
forward is fully satisfactory (e.g. Bastian & Lardo 2018).
Important characteristics of such chemical anomalies are: (i) they
are found in all ancient and massive GCs (with maybe one exception,
Ruprecht 106, Dotter et al. 2018; Frelĳj et al. 2021); (ii) they are
present in all nearby galaxies where it was possible to probe them,
such as the Magellanic Clouds, (MCs, e.g. Mucciarelli et al. 2009;
Dalessandro et al. 2016; Niederhofer et al. 2017a; Gilligan et al.
2019), M31 (e.g. Schiavon et al. 2013; Colucci et al. 2014; Sakari
et al. 2016), the Fornax dwarf spheroidal (e.g. Larsen et al. 2012,
2014; Martocchia et al. 2020a) and the Sagittarius dwarf (e.g. Car-
retta et al. 2010; Fernández-Trincado et al. 2021); (iii) they are only
found in high-density environments, i.e. they are marginally present
in field stars (e.g. Martell et al. 2011) and have not been detected
in open clusters (e.g. MacLean et al. 2015), (iv) the different pop-
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ulations form concurrently in age (within ∼ 20 Myr, e.g. Nardiello
et al. 2015; Martocchia et al. 2018b; Saracino et al. 2020a), (v) com-
monly the anomalous population is more centrally concentrated than
the “normal”, field-like population, although this seems to depend
on the dynamical age of the clusters (e.g. Dalessandro et al. 2019).
These are just a few of the peculiarities that aMP formation/evolution
model has to satisfy. For more, we refer the interested readers to re-
cent reviews such as Bastian & Lardo (2018); Gratton et al. (2019).
Having determined their main characteristics, recently more stud-
ies have been dedicated to establishing the behaviour of MPs as a
function of cluster parameters with the aim to provide fundamental
constraints for any scenarios proposed for their origin. The mass of
the cluster definitely plays a role in the onset of MPs, as it has been
observed that higher mass clusters show higher fractions of 2P stars,
along with higher He, N and Na variations (Schiavon et al. 2013;
Carretta et al. 2014; Milone et al. 2017, 2018; Lagioia et al. 2019).
Furthermore, the search for MPs has been expanded in star clusters
that have similar masses, but are much younger than the ancient GCs,
down to∼600Myr (Bastian et al. 2020). Niederhofer et al. (2017a,b);
Martocchia et al. (2018a, 2019) found that chemical anomalies, in the
form of N spreads, are present in massive star clusters of the Magel-
lanic Clouds (MCs) that are older than ∼ 2 Gyr, while none are found
in clusters younger than this age (Martocchia et al. 2017; Zhang et al.
2018). Finding MPs in clusters as young as ∼2 Gyr implies that the
chemical variations must form through mechanisms that acted until
the present day and are not due to the special conditions of the early
Universe.
The presence of MPs in intermediate age clusters has been also
established through spectroscopic studies at low-resolution, aimed at
revealing intrinsic N variations within the clusters (Hollyhead et al.
2017, 2018, 2019). Chemical anomalies in intermediate age massive
star clusters were only found in the form of N spreads, and asso-
ciating these phenomena with those observed in the ancient GCs
was still quite tentative. However, recent studies bolstered the idea
that young and ancient star clusters are just the same type of objects
seen at different stages of their lifetimes. It has been lately demon-
strated that young star clusters show variations in elements other
than N, following the same chemical patterns observed in old GCs,
e.g. signatures of He variations within intermediate-age MCs star
clusters (Chantereau et al. 2019; Lagioia et al. 2019). Na variations
have also been found, by first using integrated light techniques in
quite young clusters (∼2-3 Gyr, Bastian et al. 2019). Subsequently,
Saracino et al. (2020b) and Martocchia et al. (2020b) showed that
Na variations are present in massive star clusters at different ages
(∼ 2 − 7.5 Gyr), by combining the power of HST and VLT/MUSE,
a technique introduced by Latour et al. (2019).
Additionally, the magnitude of the N spread (from photometric
colour spreads) detected in individual clusters is found to be posi-
tively correlated with the age of the clusters (Martocchia et al. 2019).
Part of such a correlation is most likely due to the effect of the first
dredge-up, FDU, at different ages (Salaris et al. 2020). However,
the FDU cannot fully explain the observed correlation. This depen-
dence on age is not predicted by any model that has been proposed
to explain the formation and evolution of MPs and its origin is still
under investigation. It is important to confirm this result using spec-
troscopy to directly assess the level of N variations (if any) within
young/intermediate age stellar systems.
In this paper, we report a spectroscopic ESO VLT/FORS2 study
of red giant branch (RGB) stars of three intermediate age massive
star clusters in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), ∼ 1.7 − 2.3 Gyr
old, namely NGC 1651, NGC 1783, NGC 1978. High resolution















Figure 1. FORS2 𝑣𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 mosaic image of NGC 1978 field of view. The
green circles and cyan diamonds indicate targeted stars for the MASK 1 and
MASK 2 of this cluster, respectively. The green bar on the lower right side
denotes the projected distance of 2 arcmin.
for Na and O variations within them (Mucciarelli et al. 2008), while
recently Saracino et al. (2020b) showed the presence of small Na
variations in NGC 1978.
Here we report the measurements of CH and CN indices, as well
as [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] abundance ratios. Also, NGC 1978 was photo-
metrically found to host MPs in the form of N spreads in our HST
survey, while NGC 1783 did not (Martocchia et al. 2018a). No stud-
ies of MPs have instead been carried out for NGC 1651 so far, to the
best of our knowledge.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the observa-
tions and data reduction procedures. Section 3 reports on the spectral
analysis. In Section 4 we outline the results, while we discuss and
conclude in Section 5.
2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION
Data for NGC 1783, NGC 1651 and NGC 1978 were obtained with
FORS2 (Appenzeller et al. 1998), mounted on the Cassegrain focus
of UT1 of the ESOVLT/Paranal observatory in Chile (programme ID
0103.D-0248, P.I. Martocchia). The instrument was used in the so-
called mask exchange unit (MXU) mode with laser-cut invar masks
inserted in the focal plane allowing acquisition of spectra for ∼ 40
targets spread over 6.8′ × 6.8′ field of view. We observed two masks
for NGC 1978 and NGC 1651 and one mask for NGC 1783. For
each mask, the upper CCD (chip1) was centred approximately on the
centre of the cluster, while the lower CCD (chip2) pointed southwards
from the cluster centre. We used the 600B+22 grism to sample the
spectral region where the CN (∼3883Å) and CH (∼4300Å) features
are located. The typical resolution of the spectra is 𝑅 = _/Δ_ '
800 (around _ = 4627Å) while the nominal spectral coverage is
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2021)
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Table 1. FORS2 observation log and main properties of the clusters presented in this paper. Columns report the following information: name of the cluster, mask
number, exposure times, total number of stars targeted, mean SNR with 1𝜎 dispersion, age of the cluster, mass of the cluster, metallicity of the cluster [Fe/H],
distance modulus (𝑚 −𝑀 ) , extinction coefficient 𝐴𝑉 , stellar mass of a typical RGB star of the cluster 𝑀★, half light radius 𝑟ℎ .
Cluster Mask Exposures 𝑁stars < 𝑆𝑁𝑅 > ±𝜎 Age Mass [Fe/H] (𝑚 −𝑀 ) 𝐴𝑉 𝑀★ 𝑟ℎ
No. (s) (Gyr) (×105M) (dex) (mag) (mag) (M) (′)
NGC 1783 1 4×3300, 2×2000 39 19.4 ± 7.8 1.7 2.51 −0.40 18.49 0.00 1.59 0.781
NGC 1651 1 4×3300, 1×1500 32 40.7 ± 10.3 2.0 0.81 −0.30 18.42 0.15 1.55 0.881
2 4×3300 37 32.8 ± 10.6
NGC 1978 1 3×3300, 1×3600 41 28.2 ± 11.7 2.3 2-42 −0.35 18.55 0.16 1.50 0.523
2 5×3300 40 27.0 ± 9.0
1 Goudfrooĳ et al. (2014), 2 Westerlund (1997), 3 Dalessandro et al. (2019).
∼ 3300 − 6210Å. However, depending on the location of the slit in
the mask, some stars had a different spectral coverage1.
The observations were taken in Visitor Mode over 5 half-nights
from September 25th to 29th, 2019. After the acquisition, the mask
was centred by taking through-slit images in which our targets were
suitably exposed. Due to observations at relatively high airmass, we
checked after typically every 2 exposures that the mask was still well
centred by taking another through-slit image.
Around 30-40 slits permask (withwidth of 1 ′′ and variable length
of 6 to 10′′) were allocated for each cluster. In this way, we obtained
data for more than 80 stars for NGC 1978, ∼70 for NGC 1651 and
∼40 stars for NGC 1783. Exact numbers are reported in Table 1 along
with the exposures and information about each cluster.
Primary targets were selected from the RGB area of each cluster
using FORS2 photometry. Where it was impossible to position a slit
on a primary target, a random star was chosen in its place. Also, in
a few cases, the slit length of the RGB stars was increased to allow
more background to be sampled. The images for NGC 1978 and
NGC 1783 were acquired as part of the programme presented in this
paper, while we used available FORS2 images from the ESO archive
(programme ID 088.D-0807A) for NGC 1651. We report on how the
pre-imaging was reduced in the next Section 2.1. Figure 1 shows the
FORS2 mosaic image used to select targets in NGC 1978, as an ex-
ample. Green open circles and cyan open diamonds indicate selected
target stars for MASK 1 and MASK 2, respectively. It is possible to
appreciate the size of the cluster core with respect to the FORS2 field
of view. Due to the small spatial extent and very high crowding, it
was not possible to select targets close to the centres of the clusters.
Besides using color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) to select spectro-
scopic targets, the target selection also included visual inspection
of pre-imaging data and excluded stars with (similar brightness or
brighter) neighbours within at least 2′′ of the slit location.
We will describe the spectroscopic reduction in Section 2.2.
2.1 Pre-imaging and photometry
We obtained FORS2 pre-imaging data for NGC 1978 and NGC 1783
using 𝑣𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 and 𝐼𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆 filter observations centred on the same
pointings as for the spectroscopic follow-up observations with
FORS2 MXU. The pre-imaging included 3×30s short exposures for
each filter and 3×300s and 3×180s long exposures for the 𝑣𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻
and 𝐼𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆 filters, respectively. For NGC 1651, 𝑣𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 , 𝐼𝐵𝐸𝑆𝑆 im-
ages were instead already available in the archive. They had 8×30s
exposures each.
1 We note that this is not affecting the analysis or results of the paper,
because we took care that all targets have spectra starting from ∼3500Å and
thus including the blue CN band. On the red side some targets have spectra
extending only up to ∼5200Å.
The images were processed, flat-field corrected, and bias-
subtracted using the FORS2 pipeline in the ESO Reflex data pro-
cessing environment (Freudling et al. 2013).
The photometric catalogues have been obtained following a similar
strategy as inMartocchia et al. (2019), fromDalessandro et al. (2014,
2018). We used DAOPHOTIV (Stetson 1987) independently on each
filter and each chip. We selected several hundreds of bright and
isolated stars in order to model the point-spread function (PSF).
All available analytic functions were considered for the PSF fitting
(Gauss,Moffat, Lorentz and Penny functions), leaving the PSF free to
spatially vary to the first-order. In each image, we then fit all the star-
like sources detected at 3𝜎 from the local backgroundwith the best-fit
PSF model by using ALLSTAR. We then created a master catalogue
composed of stars detected in (n/2 +1) images for each cluster2.
The final star lists for each image and chip were cross-correlated by
usingDAOMATCH, then themagnitudemean and standard deviation
measurements were obtained through DAOMASTER. We obtained
the final catalog by matching the star lists for each filter by using
DAOMATCH and DAOMASTER.
We matched our photometric catalogues with the Zaritsky et al.
(2004) catalogues, to convert instrumental magnitudes to the
Johnson-Cousins photometric system 𝑉 and 𝐼, and instrumental co-
ordinates to the absolute image World Coordinate System. This was
performed by using CataXcorr3. Figure 2 shows the CMDs of the
three clusters in 𝑉 − 𝐼 vs. 𝑉 Johnson-Cousin filters for stars that
are within 2.5 arcmin from the cluster centre. This number was just
chosen to minimize the inclusion of field stars in the plot. It roughly
corresponds to 3, 3 and 5 times the half light radius (𝑟ℎ , see Table 1)
for NGC 1651, NGC 1783 andNGC 1978, respectively. The analysed
RGB spectroscopic targets are superimposed as orange circles.
We complemented our optical photometry with near-infrared
(NIR) ESO VISTA Magellanic Cloud (VMC) photometric survey
data (Cioni et al. 2011) based on observations in 𝑌 , 𝐽 and 𝐾𝑠 VIR-
CAMfilters. Details about the VMC PSF photometry can be found in
Rubele et al. (2015). 𝐽 and 𝐾𝑠 VISTA magnitudes were transformed
to the 2MASS photometric system by using the relations reported in
González-Fernández et al. (2018). The VMC photometry was used
for membership determination using the position of the stars on dif-
ferent CMDs based on independent datasets (see Sect. 3.1) and for
atmospheric parameters estimation (see Sect. 3.2.)
2 Where the number of exposures in the same filter is equal to three, we used
stars detected in 2 images to create the catalogues.
3 Part of a package of astronomical softwares (CataPack) developed by P.
Montegriffo at INAF-OABo.
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2021)
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Figure 2. CMDs of the FORS2 pre-imaging (for stars with distance < 2.5 arcmin from the cluster centre) in 𝑉 − 𝐼 vs 𝑉 Johnson-Cousins filters for the three
clusters presented in this work. Orange circles indicate RGB spectroscopic targets in each panel. The blue curve indicates the BaSTI isochrone in each panel for
values of age and metallicity reported in the legend. For the values of distance modulus and extinction, see Table 1.
2.2 Spectroscopy
Spectra were reduced running the FORS2 pipeline in the ESO Reflex
data processing environment. This included bias frames subtraction,
flat field normalisation, wavelength calibration and the 1D spectra ex-
traction for each exposure. Single exposures were median combined
with the scombine IRAF routine for each star. Hot stars characterised
by prominent Balmer lines in their spectra were rejected from the
following analysis. These are main-sequence (MS) stars that were
randomly obtained from the masks, where it was impossible to posi-
tion a slit on a primary target (see Sect. 2). This rejects one star for
NGC 1978 and one for NGC 1651.
We applied Doppler correction to bring the spectra to the refer-
ence/laboratory reference wavelength frame. We report on how the
RVs were estimated in Appendix A. Final values for the RVs of
individual stars4 are reported in Table 3.
Given the low resolution of the spectra and consequently large
uncertainties on the RVs, as well as given the systematic offsets
described in Appendix A, we were unable to perform a membership
analysis based on the kinematics of the stars. Other criteria were
used, as reported in the next Section 3.1.
For the following analysis, we considered stars with SNR > 5 in
the CN(3883Å) region. This data quality selection removes 1 star for
NGC 1651, 2 stars for NGC 1978 and 10 stars for NGC 1783.
4 We note that these are the actual measured RVs of the stars and not the RVs
used to shift the spectra to zero velocities, see Appendix A for more details.
3 SPECTRAL ANALYSIS
3.1 Cluster Membership
Besides the cluster stars, in the same region of the CMD there could
be also red giants from the surrounding LMCfield population, having
similar colours due to an age-metallicity degeneracy. Fig. 1 shows
the FORS2 𝑣𝐻𝐼𝐺𝐻 mosaic image of NGC 1978 field of view (fov)
considered for the selection of the targets and thus for the masks
preparation. This is a 6.8′ × 6.8′ fov, centred on the centre of the
cluster. The fov can reach distances more than 5 times the half light
radius of the clusters (see Table 1). It is then important to select
bona-fide cluster members. Member stars were selected according to
both photometric and spectroscopic criteria.
Photometrically, we checked the positions of our targets in several
different CMDs, coupling optical and NIR filters, to reject those stars
that were not lying in the cluster RGB region. For each cluster, we
first plotted our targets in the 𝐼 − 𝑌 vs. 𝑌 CMD, then in the 𝑉 − 𝐽
vs. 𝑉 CMD, in the 𝑉 − 𝐾𝑠 vs 𝑉 , the 𝐽 − 𝐾𝑠 vs 𝐽 and finally in the
𝑉 − 𝐼 vs 𝑉 CMD. Figure 3 shows the 𝐼 −𝑌 vs. 𝑌 CMDs, which were
very useful to discriminate those stars lying very close (or on top) the
subgiant branch (SGB) phase. Indeed, such probable SGB stars, at
𝑌 & 19mag, were rejected from the following analysis. For stars with
𝑌 . 19 mag, the green dashed lines in Fig. 3 show a fiducial line fit
to the data, while the green shaded area represents the 2𝜎 dispersion
around the fiducial line. Stars lying outside the 2𝜎 dispersion around
the line were rejected. This was checked in every CMD reported
above. In Fig. 3, black filled circles indicate stars that pass the CMDs
selection. White diamonds with black contours represent stars that
did not pass the 𝐼 − 𝑌 vs 𝑌 CMD selection. For NGC 1783, the red
and white square indicates a star that did not pass the 𝑉 − 𝐽 vs 𝑉
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2021)
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Figure 3. 𝐼 −𝑌 versus 𝑌 CMDs for NGC 1783 (left panel), NGC 1651 (middle panel) and NGC 1978 (right panel). Black filled circles indicate stars that pass
the CMDs selection. White diamonds with black contours represent stars that did not pass the 𝐼 − 𝑌 vs 𝑌 CMD selection. for NGC 1783, the red and white
square indicates a star that did not pass the 𝑉 − 𝐽 vs 𝑉 CMD selection, while the red and white diamond is a star that did not pass the 𝐽 − 𝐾𝑠 vs 𝐽 CMD
selection. The green dashed lines show a fiducial line to the data with𝑌 < 19mag, while the green shaded area represents the 2𝜎 dispersion around the fiducial
lines. See text for more details.
CMD selection, while the red and white diamond is a star that did
not pass the 𝐽 − 𝐾𝑠 vs 𝐽 CMD selection. In total, the photometric
criterion removed 7 stars for NGC 1783, 2 stars for NGC 1651 and
12 stars for NGC 1978.
Additionally, we applied the following spectroscopic criteria to
select cluster members:
(i) stars with discrepant equivalent width (EW) value for the Ca
line at 4226Å and Ca H+K lines were rejected;
(ii) stars with a bad fit with synthetic spectra around the
Ca(4226Å) and H𝛾 lines were rejected.
For the first criterion (i), we measured EWs for three Ca lines
that are clearly visible in the spectra and that can be considered as a
proxy for metallicity, i.e. the Ca line at 4226Å and the Ca H+K lines.
EWs were measured by using the splot task in IRAF. We removed
the dependence of the EWs on the luminosity by doing a linear fit on
Ca(4226Å) and Ca(H+K) as a function of the 𝑉 magnitude. Then,
we calculated the EW residuals with respect to the linear fit, thus
obtaining a 𝛿EW(Ca4226Å) and a 𝛿EW(Ca H+K). Figure 4 shows
the luminosity-corrected 𝛿EW(Ca4226Å) and 𝛿EW(Ca H+K) as a
function of the distance from the cluster centre. The blue horizontal
line in each panel shows the mean value of the plotted quantities
and the cyan shaded area indicates the 2𝜎 dispersion around the
mean. The red dashed and dotted vertical lines represent the distance
at 2 and 3 times the half light radius respectively, for each cluster.
Unfortunately, in NGC 1978 we are sampling mainly the outskirts
of the cluster, as the majority of our stars is > 3𝑟ℎ distant from
the centre. However, the tidal radius of our clusters is > 5′ (e.g.
Goudfrooĳ et al. 2011, 2014).
Black filled circles in Fig. 4 represent stars that pass this selection.
According to this criterion, we kept all the stars that are consistent
with the 2𝜎 dispersion, within the errors. As it is clear from the
plots, the errors are quite large and only 2 stars are removed, one for
NGC 1978 and one for NGC 16515. We note that these two stars are
also rejected through the next criterion (ii).
For the criterion (ii), we calculated a synthetic template with the
same parameters as the observed spectrum, around the region of
Ca(4226Å) and H𝛾 (∼4340Å) lines and we matched it with the
observed spectrum. Details about how the stellar atmospheric pa-
rameters were estimated are reported in the next Section, 3.2, while
we explain how synthetic spectra are calculated in Section 3.3. We
observed that some fits were not good, meaning that the assumed
metallicity or the effective temperature of the synthetic spectra did
not match the observation, i.e. very likely such stars are not members
of the cluster6.
Figure 5 shows the comparison between a good (left panels) and a
bad fit (right panels) for two stars of NGC 1651, with a similar SNR.
5 We additionally checked other lines such as Fe at 5015Å, Fe at 5270Å and
Mgb but there is not a clear separation between cluster and field stars, as most
likely a combination of low resolution and low SNR hampers the possibility
to distinguish them effectively.
6 We did not attempt to measure the metallicity from the individual spectra
because of the low resolution of the FORS2data, atwhich Fe lines are blended.
However, we note that the metallicity of member stars for all three clusters
has been alreadymeasured through high resolution spectroscopy (Mucciarelli
et al. 2008). We adopted a single metallicity value for each cluster as reported
in Table 1.
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2021)
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Figure 4. EW of Ca at 4226Å(left panels) and Ca (H+K) (right panels) lines after they have been corrected for luminosity dependence as a function of the
distance from the cluster centre, for each cluster in our sample. Black circles represent stars that pass the selection, while white diamonds represent rejected stars.
Blue horizontal lines show mean values, whereas cyan shaded areas denote the 2𝜎 dispersion around the mean. Vertical red dashed and dotted lines indicate 2
and 3 times the half light radius, respectively. See text for more details.
We report the observed (black) against the synthetic (red) spectrum
around the Ca(4226Å) and the H𝛾 lines, which are highlighted with
dashed black lines. The grey shaded area indicates a region of a
10Å width where the comparison between the observed and syn-
thetic spectra was performed. Residuals of observed minus synthetic
spectrum are reported in the lower panels. Red horizontal solid and
dotted lines indicate the mean and 2𝜎 dispersion on the residuals,
respectively. It is possible to note how the dispersion on the residuals
of the bad fit is much larger than the one of the good fit.
To quantify the difference between observed and synthetic spec-
trum around the two selected lines, we first locally normalised both
the observed and synthetic spectra around the lines of interest (around
the grey shaded areas in Fig. 5). Then, we determined the centroid
of both observed and synthetic lines by performing a Gaussian fit,
in the grey shaded area reported in Fig. 5. We finally calculated the
difference in flux between the observed and synthetic line in the
centroid7. We applied different thresholds for the membership selec-
tion, a more stringent 10%, a 15% and a 20% of flux difference, for
both Ca(4226Å) and H𝛾. Choosing stars with a lower threshold does
not imply choosing stars with better SNR. This can be seen in Fig-
ure 6, which shows the difference in flux between the observed and
synthetic spectrum around the Ca(4226Å) line as a function of the
total SNR of the spectra. The red lines indicate the different thresh-
olds considered for the membership selection. The 10% threshold
includes at least half of the stars for NGC 1783 (grey diamonds) and
NGC 1978 (blue squares), while only ∼40% of the observed stars
are included for NGC 1651 (magenta circles). There is not much
difference when changing threshold from 15% to 20%.
7 The Gaussian fit was performed to remove small shifts in wavelength
between the line centroid of the observed spectrum and the synthetic one.
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Figure 5. Left panel: observed (black) and synthetic (red) spectrum for a member star of NGC 1651 (N1651-34), showing the example of a good fit around
the Ca(4226Å) and H𝛾 lines. The line centres are indicated using dashed vertical lines. The grey shaded area represents a region of a 10Å width where the
comparison between the observed and synthetic spectra was performed. Residuals of the measured difference between the observed spectrum and the theoretical
model are plotted in the lower panel. Red horizontal solid and dotted lines indicate the mean and 2𝜎 dispersion on the residuals, respectively. Right panel: same
as in the left panel but showing an example of a bad fit for a non member star of NGC 1651 (N1651-50), with similar SNR.





































Figure 6. Difference in Ca(4226Å) flux between the observed and the syn-
thetic spectra for the stars in our samples. Different colours and markers
indicate different cluster stars as reported in the legend. The horizontal red
lines indicate the different thresholds used to determine membership of the
stars to each cluster.
The analysis was performed for both thresholds at 10% and 15%.
However, we decided to consider the results for the more stringent
and conservative threshold at 10%, by checking visually the spectra
and the goodness of fit one by one. Hence, throughout the paper we
will report only the results for the threshold at 10%, unless otherwise
specified.
Measured properties for all the analysed stars are reported in Table
3. We obtain 24 member stars for NGC 1978, 21 for NGC 1651 and
12 for NGC 1783.
3.2 Atmospheric Parameters Determination
Atmospheric parameters were obtained from photometry. The ef-
fective temperatures were calculated by using the 𝑉 − 𝐼, 𝑉 − 𝐽 and
𝑉 −𝐾𝑠 colour in the 𝑇eff-colour calibrations provided by Ramírez &
Meléndez (2005). The final effective temperatures (𝑇eff ) were then
computed by averaging the three estimations. For the values of metal-
licity, distance modulus and extinction, we used BaSTI isochrones
(Pietrinferni et al. 2004, Hidalgo et al. 2018). We started from val-
ues already reported in the literature and we slightly varied these to
find isochrones that reproduced the shape of the cluster CMDs, see
Fig. 2. The final and used values are reported in Table 1. Starting
values of metallicities from high resolution spectroscopy are from
Mucciarelli et al. (2008) , while values of ages, distance moduli and
extinction are from Goudfrooĳ et al. (2014) and Martocchia et al.
(2018a). Next, we calculated the surface gravity, i.e. log(g), through
the Stefan-Boltzmann law, by using the previously derived 𝑇eff and
the distance moduli and stellar masses listed in Table 1. We also used
𝑀 = 1.989 × 1033 g, 𝐿 = 3.828 × 1033 erg/s and 𝑀Bol, = 4.75
mag (Andersen 1999). Bolometric corrections were computed based
on the relations presented in Alonso et al. (1999), using 𝑉 magni-
tudes. The adopted atmospheric parameters are listed in Table 4.
3.3 Index and Abundance Calculations
CHandCN indexmeasurementswere calculated using the definitions
by Norris & Freeman (1979); Norris et al. (1981), as done in Lardo
et al. (2013) and in our previous studies (Hollyhead et al. 2017, 2018,
2019). The definitions are the following:
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CN(3883Å) Cont. CN(3883Å) CN(4142Å) Cont. CN(4142Å) CH(4300Å) Cont. CH
Figure 7. CN-rich (blue) and CN-poor (black) spectra of the member stars N1978-31 and N1978-37, respectively. These have similar atmospheric parameters
and SNR (𝑆𝑁𝑅31 = 33, 𝑆𝑁𝑅37 = 39, 𝑇eff ,31 = 4740 K, log(g)31 = 2.6, 𝑇eff ,37 = 4970 K, log(g)37 = 2.7). The yellow, red and purple shaded areas indicate
the spectral regions used to measure the two CN and the CH indices, respectively. The area hatched with yellow diagonal lines represents the continuum band
for the CN(3883Å), the area hatched with red crosses indicates the continuum for the CN(4142Å) while the grey-shaded areas represent the two bands used for
the continuum of the CH.










where 𝐹_ represents the measured intensity of the spectra at wave-
length _. Errors for the indices were estimated assuming Poisson
statistics, as in Vollmann & Eversberg (2006).
Index measurements for all targets are listed in Table 4. Figure 7
shows the spectral windows used to calculate the band strength and
the continuum of the indices. Superimposed are the spectra of two
giants in NGC 1978.
Carbon and nitrogen abundances were computed by fitting
observed spectra with synthetic templates around the CH and
CN(3883Å) indices, respectively. To calculate synthetic spectra, we
adopted the atmospheric parameters derived in Sect. 3.2, along with
the metallicities listed in Table 1.
We assume a microturbulent velocity 𝑣𝑡 = 2 km/s for all the stars.
Both atomic and molecular line lists were taken from the most recent
Kurucz compilation from F. Castelli’s website8. CH molecular lists
are fromMasseron et al. (2014), while CN line lists are from Brooke
et al. (2014). Model atmospheres were calculated with the ATLAS9
code (Castelli & Kurucz 2004) using the appropriate temperature
and surface gravity for each star. A solar-scaled composition from
Asplund et al. (2009) was assumed. Also, a solar carbon isotopic
ratio has been used.
We generated model spectra using SYNTHE (Kurucz 2005) with a
range of chemical abundances of 0.2 dex as step size. Then, we fitted
our observed spectra with a 𝜒2 minimisation algorithm to find the
model that best fit our data. Derived abundances are listed in Table
4.
To estimate the errors associated to the abundance measurements,
we consider a typical error of ±150 K in the effective temperature,
an error of ±0.2 dex in log(g) and an error of ±1 km/s in the micro-
turbulent velocity9. An error analysis was performed by varying one
8 http://wwwuser.oats.inaf.it/castelli/linelists.html
9 As the goal of the paper is to study intrinsic spreads and not the absolute
values of N and C abundances, the error on metallicity is not considered
Table 2. Values of the errors from different sources for the abundances of C
and N in dex. See text for more details.
NGC 1651 NGC 1783 NGC 1978
𝛿C 𝛿N 𝛿C 𝛿N 𝛿C 𝛿N
𝛿Teff 0.11 0.24 0.10 0.24 0.11 0.24
𝛿log(g) 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.05
𝛿𝑣𝑡 0.16 0.06 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.06
𝛿C - 0.22 - 0.28 - 0.22
Tot. Systematic 0.19 0.34 0.18 0.36 0.19 0.34
Statistical 0.05 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.05 0.07
Total Error 0.20 0.35 0.20 0.37 0.20 0.35
atmospheric parameter at a time while keeping the others fixed and
re-determining the abundances for the coldest and warmest stars in
the sample (see e.g. Lardo et al. 2013, 2016; Hollyhead et al. 2018).
In Table 2, the changes in abundances are given as a function of the
stellar parameters 𝑇eff , log(g), microturbulent velocity 𝑣𝑡 , and C for
the N abundance error estimates. As it can be seen, the largest error
from the adopted parameters come from the effective temperature on
both the abundances. Also, the C abundances have relatively large
uncertainties due to the errors on the microturbulence, with respect
to N. This is expected, as the microturbulence mainly affects a rela-
tively strong spectral feature such as CH, compared to the weaker CN
band. For the calculation of the [N/Fe] ratios, we used the previously
derived [C/Fe] abundances, since the CN bands depend on both N
and C abundances. In Table 2, the error on N which derives from
the error on the C abundances is also reported. It is clear that this
source of error is quite important and mainly determine the different
uncertainties between C and N.
Due to the covariance of the atmospheric parameters, it is not
correct to sum the single errors reported in Table 2 in quadrature
(see McWilliam et al. 1995). Hence, to calculate the total systematic
uncertainties, we re-estimated the abundances by means of Monte
Carlo (MC) simulations, where the parameters 𝑇eff , log(g), 𝑣𝑡 (and
the C abundance when estimating the error on N abundances) are
here, because we can assume that all stars in the same cluster have the same
metallicity.
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left free to vary simultaneously. We generated 500 synthetic spectra
with parameters drawn from normal distributions centred on the
measured 𝑇eff , log(g), 𝑣𝑡 and [C/Fe] (from Table 4) and with width
equal to the respective errors reported above, for both the coldest and
warmest star in the sample, for each cluster. We then calculated the
standard deviation of the 500 simulated abundances for the warmest
and coldest stars. The mean value between these two represents the
total systematic error, which is also reported in Table 2.
Finally, the statistical error associated to the measurements was
estimated by means of additional MC simulations. To this aim, we
generated 500 synthetic spectra with best fit parameters and injected
them with Poissonian noise to reproduce the noise conditions ob-
served around the molecular features. These uncertainties (reported
in Table 2) are of the order of 0.05-0.09 dex, being larger for the lower
SNR spectra of NGC 1783. The systematic and statistical errors were
added in quadrature and gave the final errors reported in Table 2 and
4.
4 RESULTS
In this Section, we report the results from the indices and abundance
calculations. The reason why we used both indices and abundances
in our analysis is that indices are calculated directly from the spectra,
while the abundances are estimated assuming certain stellar param-
eters such as effective temperature, gravity, microturbulence. These
assumptions propagate and amplify the uncertainties. A spreadmight
be observable in the CN indices but not in the N abundances, due to
the larger errors.
4.1 Indices
Wemeasured two different indices for the CN: the one at 3883Å and
the one at 4142Å. Figure 8 shows the comparison between the two
CN absorption bands for NGC 1651. The red solid line represents a
linear fit to the data. The Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient is
𝜌𝑠 = 0.74 and the probability that the two indices are not correlated is
∼ 10−4, indicating the presence of a strong positive correlation. The
same is valid for the other two clusters. Just note that the variations
in the CN at 3883Å are significantly larger than those measured for
the CN at 4142Å. From Fig. 8, the former spans from ∼0 to ∼0.4
mag while the latter spans from ∼ −0.25 to −0.15 mag. Hence, we
decided to consider only the CN(3883Å) for the rest of our analysis
(Harbeck et al. 2003; Pancino et al. 2010).
Fig. 9 shows the CN(3883Å) (left), and CH (right) indices as a
function of the𝑉 magnitudes for the selected members of NGC 1783
(upper panels), NGC 1651 (middle panels) and NGC 1978 (lower
panels); the red solid lines denote the linear fit between the quanti-
ties. For a more quantitative analysis, the insets in each Fig. show
the histograms of the indices residuals 𝛿 (with respect to the linear
fit) compared to kernel density estimator (KDE) distributions (black
solid curves) andGaussian distributions (black dashed curves). Com-
parisons between the observed distributions and the associated un-
certainties (shown at the base of the histograms) reveal that no spread
is detected in the CH index, within the errors.
The left panels of Fig. 9 show that the CN index increases as a
function of magnitude, hence it is important to remove the depen-
dence on the luminosity to make a like-with-like comparison of all
the stars within the sample. The histogram distributions in the insets
of the left panels of Figures 9 show visually that there might be a
spread within the rectified 𝛿CN values which is not consistent with
the mean error. Additionally, the KDEs distributions in NGC 1783

















Figure 8. CN at 4142Å versus CN at 3883Å for NGC 1651. The red solid
line indicates a linear fit to the points.
and NGC 1978 (solid black line) look different from the respec-
tive Gaussian fits (dashed black line), with a few stars with negative
residuals that might indicate a spread.
To quantitatively assess the presence of an intrinsic spread on the
𝛿CN, we adopted a maximum-likelihood method as reported in the
Appendix D of Kamann et al. (2014). We assumed that the intrinsic
spread and the uncertainties are Gaussian, hence the probability to



















where 𝜖𝑖 represents the uncertainty on the measured 𝛿𝐶𝑁 of the
star 𝑖, where 𝑖 ∈ [1 : 𝑁] and N represents the total number of
observed stars. Hence, the likelihood of observing the data is the
product of all the individual 𝑖 probabilities. We then minimised the
negative log-likelihood with a Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC,
Foreman-Mackey et al. 2013) code to obtain the value of the intrinsic
spread (𝜎𝛿𝐶𝑁 ) within each cluster.
Interestingly, we found that the intrinsic spread in NGC 1783 is
consistent with zero, while a spread in CN is detected for NGC 1978
and NGC 1651, being 𝜎𝛿𝐶𝑁 (NGC 1978)= 0.08+0.02−0.01 mag and
𝜎𝛿𝐶𝑁 (NGC 1651)= 0.06+0.02−0.01 mag. The errors are calculated on
the 16th and 84th percentile of the MCMC distributions. Figure 7
shows the comparison between a CN-poor (black) andCN-rich (blue)
member star of NGC 1978 that have similar atmospheric parameters,
i.e. effective temperature and gravity. Indeed, it is possible to see
the difference around the CN at 3883Å (yellow shaded area). The
same is also observed in NGC 1651. We also ran the code when
relaxing the membership threshold to 15%, and we kept finding that
the intrinsic spread in NGC 1783 is consistent with zero, while it is
still significant for NGC 1978 and NGC 1651.
We also fit the 𝛿CN data with Gaussian Mixture Models (GMMs)
to identify the presence of multiple Gaussian components in the dis-
tributions of each cluster, i.e. two or more populations with different
N abundances. This was done by using the GMM code byMuratov &
Gnedin (2010). The code found that a bimodal population is preferred
for NGC 1978 but not for NGC 1651. However, the significance of
the bimodality for NGC 1978 is very low, according to the GMM
p-value.
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Figure 9. From left to right: CN(3883Å) and CH indices as a function of the V magnitude for cluster members, for NGC 1783 (upper panels), NGC 1651
(middle) and NGC 1978 (lower). The red lines show a linear fit to the data. In the inset we show the histograms of the residuals in each respective index with
respect to the linear fit. The kernel density estimators are shown as black solid curves, while the best fit gaussian distributions are plotted as dashed black lines.
Mean errors of residuals are plotted at the base of each histogram.
4.2 Abundances
Next, we analysed the C and N abundances with the aim to translate
the observed spreads in CN into an internal N variation. First, we
checked that there was no dependence on magnitude in the calcu-
lated abundances. Figure 10 shows [C/Fe] versus [N/Fe] abundances
for all the three clusters. Blue squares represent NGC 1978 member
stars, magenta circles indicate NGC1651 and grey diamonds indicate
NGC 1783. On the top and right panels, the histograms of the dis-
tributions in [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] are reported along with errors on the
abundances. No spread is obvious in [C/Fe] abundances. Regarding
the [N/Fe] abundances, there is also no visible strong anti-correlation
or spread. Visually for [N/Fe], there is a larger spread in NGC 1978
than in the other two clusters.
To quantify this, we also calculated the intrinsic spread on N
with the same maximum likelihood approach that was exploited in
Section 4.1. We obtained that the intrinsic spread in N is consistent
with zero for all the clusters. Hence, for NGC 1651 and NGC 1978,
where a CN spread is observed, no significant N intrinsic spread can
be constrained from abundances alone, most likely due to the large
uncertainties on the abundance calculation (see Sect. 3.3). However,
we are confident that the intrinsic variations in CN are present, which
indicates solid evidence for the presence of MPs within these two
clusters.
Through the maximum likelihood method applied on abundances,
we were then only able to put an upper limit on the N spread of
NGC1783Δ[N/Fe]≤ 0.4 dex, and aΔ[N/Fe]≤ 0.2 dex forNGC1651,
at 2𝜎 confidence level. For NGC 1978, as we observe an intrinsic
spread in CN and a bimodality in the CN distribution is detected
from the GMM fitting, we separated the two populations in the 𝛿𝐶𝑁
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Figure 10. [C/Fe] abundances versus [N/Fe]. Different colours and markers
indicate different clusters as reported in the legend. On the upper and side
panels, the histograms of the distribution of the [C/Fe] and [N/Fe] abundances
are reported, respectively, along with the mean error of the sample for each
cluster.
distribution to see where they lie in the [C/Fe] vs. [N/Fe] plane. We
selected stars with 𝛿CN< −0.1 (see histogram in Fig. 9), as this
also corresponds to the minimum of the GMM distribution fit, i.e.
where the two gaussian components cross. We show these CN-poor
stars as red filled diamonds in Fig. 11, while yellow filled circles
represent CN-normal/rich stars. We obtained a mean difference in
N between the two populations of Δ[N/Fe]= 0.63 ± 0.49 dex10,
at ∼ 1.3𝜎 confidence level. The error is obtained by summing in
quadrature the mean error on each population. As expected, CN-
poor stars also show low [N/Fe] ratios, although these are scattered
due to the large errors in the abundance estimation (see Table 2).
5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a spectroscopic study of RGB stars in three
intermediate age (∼ 1.7 − 2.3 Gyr old) massive star clusters in the
LMC, namelyNGC1783,NGC1651 andNGC1978.High resolution
spectroscopic studies of the same clusters were already carried out
by Mucciarelli et al. (2008). Interestingly, no star-to-star variations
in Na and O is significant within the clusters, although with rather
large uncertainties. Na variations of the order of 0.07±0.01 dex were
instead recently detected in NGC 1978 by Saracino et al. (2020b). In
this work, we focused on two other elements, C and N. We used the
ESO/VLT FORS2 low resolution multi-object spectrograph to look
for intrinsic spreads in N abundances indicative for the presence of
multiple populations within the clusters. In particular, we measured
indices for CH and CN, as well as C and N abundances for 24, 21 and
12 members in NGC 1978, NGC 1651 and NGC 1783, respectively.
In all three clusters, we found no significant spread in CH or
10 As a test, we also checked this when relaxing the membership threshold
to 15% and we obtained a similar result, Δ[N/Fe]= 0.67 ± 0.49 dex.





















Figure 11. [C/Fe] vs [N/Fe] abundances for NGC 1978 member stars. The
red filled diamonds (and upside triangles for upper limits in [N/Fe]) indicate
stars that have a 𝛿CN < −0.1 mag. See text for more details.
[C/Fe]. We found a statistically significant signal for the presence of
star-to-star CN variations in NGC 1978 and NGC 1651. This is a
strong indication that chemical anomalies are present within these
two clusters.
We were not able to quantify an intrinsic spread in [N/Fe] from
the current abundance dataset (see Sect. 4.2), possibly due to the
large uncertainties. We put an upper limit on the N abundance of
NGC 1651 Δ[N/Fe]≤ 0.2 dex. For NGC 1978, we instead quantified
the internal N variation by separating the two populations from the
CN indices, as the GMM fit reports a detection of bimodality in
the 𝛿CN distribution (Sect. 4.1 and 4.2). We obtained Δ[N/Fe]=
0.63 ± 0.49 dex for NGC 1978, at ∼ 1.3𝜎 confidence level. For
NGC 1783, we did not find evidence of both CN and N spreads,
hence either MPs are absent in this cluster or they cannot be detected
within the measurement errors. We put an upper limit Δ[N/Fe]≤ 0.4
dex for NGC 1783.
Both the indices and abundances analyses presented in this work
clearly state that MPs in young clusters (when present) are small,
with intrinsic spreads Δ[N/Fe] of the order of 0.2-0.6 dex. However,
we notice that at these magnitudes, our stars are undergoing the effect
of the first dredge-up (FDU, Salaris et al. 2020). During the FDU,
matter processed by H-burning reactions in the stellar interiors is
dredged to the surface, due to the increasing depth of the convective
envelopes, which reach layers where the abundance of N has attained
the equilibrium value of the CN cycle. This equilibrium abundance
is higher than the corresponding initial solar scaled one, and this
causes an increase of the surface N. Such an increase after the FDU
depends on the initial value of N. Higher initial N causes a lower
increase at the FDU completion, because the nitrogen equilibrium
abundance becomes comparable to the initial value, hence the effect
of the dredge up on the surface N is reduced. At the end of the
dredge-up, the N variation between two populations is expected to
be smaller than the initial one. The N variations reported here should
then be considered as a lower limit to the initial N spread between
the two populations in the clusters. For NGC 1783, where the CN
spread is not detected, it could also be that a N variation is too small
to be detected due to the FDU effect.
The results reported here are consistent with the photometric work
presented in Martocchia et al. (2018a). By comparing the width of
the RGB with isochrones with different chemical mixtures, we pho-
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tometrically obtained a spreadΔ[N/Fe]∼ +0.5 dex for NGC 1978 and
put an upper limit on NGC 1783 of Δ[N/Fe]< +0.3 dex (Martocchia
et al. 2018a). Indeed,we observe a spread in the older clusters, namely
NGC 1978 and NGC 1651, but none in the younger one, NGC 1783.
NGC 1978 is around & 2 Gyr old (Mucciarelli et al. 2007a; Mar-
tocchia et al. 2018a), while NGC 1651 is slightly younger (∼2 Gyr,
Goudfrooĳ et al. 2014) and NGC 1783 is younger than the two (.1.7
Gyr, Mucciarelli et al. 2007b; Goudfrooĳ et al. 2011). This is also
observable in Fig. 2, just by looking at the turn offs of each cluster:
NGC 1783 has a turn off around 𝑉 ∼20.2 mag, while this is 𝑉 ∼20.6
mag for NGC 1651 and 𝑉 &21 mag for NGC 1978.
Additionally, in Martocchia et al. (2019), we reported the presence
of a correlation between theN spread and the age of the cluster, where
ancient GCs are found to have larger N variations with respect to the
younger ones. As shown recently by Salaris et al. (2020), theΔ[N/Fe]-
age correlation is affected by the FDU. As mentioned above, the
corresponding change of surface N abundance depends on the initial
N abundance but also on the mass of the star, hence its age (Salaris
et al. 2015, 2020). The variation of the surface N with respect to
the initial N abundance increases with increasing RGB stellar mass
(decreasing age of the population) and increasing metallicity. The
FDU is therefore one of the reasons why we do not expect large N
spreads within such young clusters compared to ancient GCs, as we
are not probing initial N abundances, but rather abundances modified
through the FDU. However, Salaris et al. (2020) also showed that the
FDU cannot entirely explain the Δ[N/Fe]-age correlation.
For future studies, it would then be critical to estimate the initial
N spreads, i.e. not affected by the FDU and evolutionary effects,
as a function of cluster age. This means targeting main sequence
stars, where the FDU mixing has still not occurred. A pilot study
has recently been performed by Cabrera-Ziri et al. (2020), where
they looked for abundance variations in the MS of the ∼1.5 Gyr old,
massive (∼ 105M) cluster NGC 419, making a comparison with
Galactic GCs such as 47 Tuc, NGC 6352 and NGC 6637 which have
similar metallicities ([Fe/H]= −0.7 dex). By using HST photometry
to analyse MS stars that have the same range in stellar masses of
stars where MPs are found in old GCs, i.e. ∼ 0.75 − 1.05M , they
found that the colour distributions of NGC 419 in the lower MS are
consistent with what is expected from a cluster with homogeneous
abundances. However, the sensitivity of the current dataset cannot ex-
clude small initial abundance variations. It is thus necessary to probe
a dependency onmass and age by expanding the sample to other clus-
ters. The HST or the upcoming James Webb Space Telescope will
be the facilities necessary for such future follow-up studies. Spectro-
scopically, a huge collecting power as well as high spatial resolution
to probe dense cluster centres will be required to observe such faint
stars, hence this will be only possible in the era of the extremely large
telescopes. Establishing a Δ[N/Fe] vs age spectroscopic correlation
when initial N spreads are considered will be an extremely useful
constraint for any model aimed at explaining the origin of MPs.
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APPENDIX A: RADIAL VELOCITIES CALCULATION
For the indices and abundance analysis, we need spectra shifted to the
reference/laboratorywavelength scale. The shifts are primarily due to
radial velocities (RVs) intrinsic to each star that include heliocentric
velocity correction. We also measured additional systematic offsets
due to the instrumental and observational setup.
We first estimated the RVs for each star in each exposure using
the task fxcor in IRAF with an appropriate synthetic spectrum as a
stellar template for each cluster (see Sect. 3.3 for the description of
the synthetic spectra).
The majority of the observations were carried out under good
seeing (< 1”) conditions. Hence, if the stars are not centred in the
slit, this will generate a shift in the wavelength calibration and suc-
cessively on the estimation of the RVs. To calculate the RV shift
due to this effect, we followed the same approach as in Harris &
Zaritsky (2006), Kacharov et al. (2017) and Taibi et al. (2018). We
used the FORS2 through-slit images that are obtained before each
science exposure to calculate the difference between the centroid of
each star and and the centre of the slit in pixels. This was done for
each exposure and for each star. The spatial shifts were then reported
to velocity offsets according to the formula in Sect. 2.5 from Harris
& Zaritsky (2006) and subtracted to the previously obtained RVs.
Finally, we calculated the heliocentric velocity with the IRAF task
rvcorrect and added this offset to the RVs.
We noted that the obtained RVs showed systematic variation along
the Y spatial position of the CCD (while no significant variation on
the X position) for each cluster and mask (see also Pancino et al.
2010). As an example, Figure A1 shows the RVs as a function of
Y (left panel) and X (right panel) for the Mask 1, chip 1 of NGC
1651. Such variation is not a physical property of cluster stars, but
it could be due to instrument flexures, although we note that the
expected instrument flexure is much less according to the FORS2
User Manual11.
Hence, to estimate the real RVs of the stars, we corrected for this
effect, following the same method reported in Pancino et al. (2010).
We applied a bilinear fit to the data in the form of 𝑅𝑉 = 𝐴+𝐵𝑋 +𝐶𝑌
for eachmask and chip of each cluster. This fit is shown in Fig. A1 as a
black line. We calculated the differences between the RVs calculated
before and the RVs obtained from the fit and we reported them to
each cluster systemic velocity. Systemic velocities were taken from
Mucciarelli et al. (2008). The obtained RVs are reported in Table
3. However, given the systematic offsets reported above and the low
resolution of the data, we did not use the estimated RVs for the
membership selection.
This paper has been typeset from a TEX/LATEX file prepared by the author.
11 http://www.eso.org/sci/facilities/paranal/instruments/
fors/doc/VLT-MAN-ESO-13100-1543_P06.pdf



























NGC 1651, Mask 1, chip 1
Figure A1. Variation of radial velocity of targeted stars as a function of the
spatial pixels (Y on the left panel, X on the right panel) on the mask. Here we
report the case of NGC 1651, Mask 1 and Chip 1. The black line represents
the bilinear fit in both X and Y to the data. See text for more details.
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